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Omnivorous Jazz

New album release the 30th of march 2015 - L’Autre Distribution
Made out of four major actors of the Toulouse scene, Pulcinella is surprising by its high energy and 
fertile imagination. The character of «Polichinelle» is claiming for an extravagant music, generous and 
dynamic. With a very special sense of story-telling rising from the compositions and arrangements, 
Pulcinella offers an access to an inventive and original musical world.
 
Hard to classify, the music of the band is full of colors and unpredictable characters (Achab, Titus 
Pulo, La Belle-Isloise...). Pulcinella plays an omnivore kind of jazz, fond of rock, tango, musette, 
and eastern Europe music... all in order to serve musical stories and sparkling colors pictures ! 
 
After «Clou d’Estrade» (2008), «Travesti» (2011) and «Bestiole» (april 2014), Pulcinella is now about to 
release its 4rd album, just after the arrival of his new drummer Pierre Pollet. 

The band is also involved in the european project Match & Fuse,  led in France by our booking 
agency Les Productions du Vendredi.  In this network Pulcinella was on tour with the british power-trio 

Troyka in 2013 and 2014.

Over 400 gigs around the world since 2008, such as Jazz in Marciac 2013, London 
Jazz Festival 2013, Jazz sous les Pommiers 2013, Koktebel Jazz Festival 2012...



Pulcinella - quartet discography

Featurings discography

With more than 300 concerts, the quartet had the chance to open the show for Get The Bles-
sing, Akosh S., Julien Lourau, Renaud Garcia Fons, Bojan Z, André Minvielle, Bireli Lagrène, Marc 
Ducret, Jim Black, Michel Portal, la Campagnie des Musiques à Ouïr… Pulcinella also collabora-
ted with Emile Parisien Quartet (Victoires du Jazz 2009), the singer Leïla Martial (1° prize at the  
National Jazz Contest La Défense 2009), the singer Hervé Suhubiette, the Grolektif de Lyon, 
traditional Indian musician Debojyoti Sanyal and Sougata Roy Chowdhury, the Hungarian band 
Dzsindzsa and the Tajik band Mizrob.

Récréations Nougaro - 2012 
ft. Hervé Suhubiette
Mosaïc Distribution

Panthers’ Play - 2009 
ft. Dzsindzsa (Hongrie)

BMC

Travesti - 2011
Yellowbird / Enja Records

Clou d’Estrade - 2008
Yolk Records

Bestiole - 2014
Yellowbird / Enja Records

L’Empereur - Release march 2015
 L’Autre Distribution



Line - up

Pierre Pollet (Drums) : Student at Agostini School, then at the academy of Toulouse (C.N.R), where he get a Graduate 
of musical studies in Jazz (D.E.M of Jazz) and a Drum’s price, Pierre Pollet pursues his education at the C.N.R of Mont-
peller with Pierre de Bethmann, François Theberge, Stéphane Fouché, Peter Giron, and during classes directed by the 
saxophonist John Tchicaï. He meets and plays with the musicians Hermeto Pascoal, Emmanuel Bex and Michael Attias. 
Very present in toulousian scene, he works actually with Initiative h (release to come), Philippe Laudet Jazz Odyssée 
(“ To know where you go, look where you are from” on the label “Le chant du monde” 2010), DavidHQuartet (with 
David Haudrechy, Julien Duthu, Florent Hortal), Julien Duthu Quartet (with the saxophonists Robin Fincker and Camille 
Secheppet), Jean-Marc Padovani and Enzo Cormann (creation « Films (noirs) » jazzpoem January 2010), etc. 

Florian Demonsant (accordion) : He starts to learn the instrument at the age of 8 with the ball Master Serge 
Doat. After the Musette time, came the time of the gypsy music (with Marius Manole from Taraf de Haïdouks) 
and the improvised music (workshops with Denis Badault and Marc Démereau).  Florian also plays with  
Mala Cabeza (tango loco), Grand Toz (sound-painting ensemble), and all alone in: «Seul à l’accordéon!».

Ferdinand Doumerc (saxophones, flutes, metallophone) : fond of pop music as a teenager, he gets a DEM 
Jazz (university diploma), and continues studying with François Théberge, Pierre de Bethmann, Dave Lieb-
man, Stéphane Guillaume, Guillaume Orti. His insatiable appetite for experiences lead him to play with seve-
ral party bands and big bands. He creates Pulcinella at the end of 2004 and in the same time participates 
of the afro jazz funk trio La face cachée des sous-bois, the sextet Stabat Akish (1st release Avril 2009 with 
Tzadik), the soul band Gimenez-E Bastard Band, the hip-hop group Doun Shaq, the jazz funk quartet La 
Tarentule or Grand Toz.     

Jean-Marc Serpin (double-bass) : He starts the electric bass during high-school with a hard-rock-punk band. 
After several years of private lessons, he leaves in 1991 to the Musician Institute of Technology of Los An-
geles, studies with Joe Diorio, Garry Willis, Scott Henderson, Bob Magnusson...
Fascinated by the Brazilian music, he settles down in Sao Paulo for 6 years, playing Samba, of course, but also 
forró, choro, frevo, funk, blues... Back to France in 1998, he chooses Toulouse, byes a double-bass and starts 
playing: salsa, rhythm’ blues, gypsy jazz, funk, flamenco, blues, flamenco-blues, hip-hop-jazz, operetta, rock... 
He also plays with the band  L’Herbe Folle.
In 2010, he records with Bernard Lavilliers for the album «Causes Perdues et Musiques Tropicales». 



Press quotes

«The members of this astonishing band are all excellent musicians. They com-
pose and/or arrange with great technique, but never loosing sight of the light-
ning legibility of their themes and solos. A pinch of  theater direction enhance the 
direct and strong relation with the audience (of all ages and all styles). »
Pierre-Henri Ardonceau - Jazz Magazine

«[...] Omnivore and unpredictable, the quartet Pulcinella plays with the jazz ra-
ther than plays the jazz  [...]. The Balkans, Argentina, India, or the punk music 
come to feed a mobile rhythmic structure. The whole thing is full of imagination, 
energy and eloquence [...]»
Denis-Constant Martin - Politis

«[...] Subtle Arrangements, beautiful writing, skillful orchestration, great atten-
tion payed to the soloists  interventions make the quality of Pulcinella’s work, 
and the tremendous welcome of the public confirms [...] »
Philippe Méziat - Jazz Magazine

«A sexy, swirling and magical midnight fair.»
Matthieu Durand - Jazz News

«It sounds like a novel that unfolds a story far 
beyond the borders of jazz...»
Bruno Pfeiffer - So Jazz

«The entire record, pleasant and deeply original, gives us the envy to see and 
hear Pulcinella in the flesh.»
Vincent Cotro- Jazz Magazine

«It’s wild, but immaculately played, and Pulcinella’s 
affection for good songsfrom any source is very 
evident. »
John Fordham - The Guardian****



Contact :

Workshops

Booking France
Matthieu Cardon - Les Productions du Vendredi
m.cardon@lesproductionsduvendredi.com
+33 5 61136229 - +33 6 88400331

Pulcinella has developed a workshop program for musicians and non-musicians based on soundpainting and 
improvisation. These workshops have already taken place  in schools, music schools and with the JMF touring 
program (Jeunesses Musicales de France).
In 2013/2014, the band is leading a long workshop program with 2 classes from Toulouse elementary schools.

http://www.pulcinellamusic.com

http://www.pulcinellamusic.com

